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Dear Mr. Boll, 	 4/13/92 

Indeed I would like copies of the IN1A records relating to me! You put the wurd 

"information" in ghotes and it is for the most part not information, judging from what 

Butler pulled on me by surprise on an old Joe Tyne show. The stuff had bee a leaked to 

him by the House Unamerican Committee, the FBI or both, They wen: unhappy because when 

a cemmittee agent entraped me and they tried to get me convicted, beginning with getting 

me charged with a crime for nothing at all, the grind jury refused to indict no and did 

issue two felorwcharges against the committee's agent. lie copped a plea, two years. 

If there are any Hunt records there K'd appreciate copies of them, too. 

If the records do connect Ochuner and the GIA, I'd ap)reciate them, too. 

Not o a Lane, thanks. Or on Ferrie/llary Sherman. I think it is not relevant. 

The reason the more "information" you get the more cenfused it is is because what is 

regarded as informs-40n isn't. This is one of the real problems with all the theories 

that can be made so attractive when there is nothing to them. 

It is important to understand that the crime was never officially investigated and 

wasn't intended to be. So, there are no leads to be followed and no smolda.' 1g gun in 

any of the records. 

Thank you very much for your offer. 

I hope I have need for it! 

sincerely, 


